
JOST Australia Brings ROCKINGER Towing Hitches to the 2019 Brisbane Truck Show 
  
At the 2019 Brisbane Truck Show, which is set to kick off on the 16th of May, JOST Australia will 
exhibit the latest in towing hitch technology with a wide range of ROCKINGER brand towing 
hitches to suit a variety of usages and mounting positions. 
  
The ROCKINGER range of towing hitches has built a solid reputation for their versatility and 
reliability. With a strong focus on maximising safety, ROCKINGER has developed 
groundbreaking safety features like the drawbar turn angle warning system with a display in the 
driver’s cabin to provide protection from shunting damage to couplings, drawbars and the rear of 
the vehicle. 
  
JOST Australia will be bringing some of the award-winning products from the ROCKINGER 
portfolio to Brisbane including new and improved features for the RO*500 towing hitch. 
  
Building on the tried and tested RO*500 favoured for its low-maintenance design and release 
lever technology, the RO*500 will be displayed as a sensor coupling, equipped with a remote 
display and pivoting angle warning display. 

      

The RO*500 is ideally suited to fixed drawbar applications such as Pig Trailers with a download 
rating up to 2.5T and hinged drawbar applications such as Dog Trailers through to Multiple 
Road-Train combinations up to 285kN. 

All ROCKINGER couplings and towing hitches go through a rigorous testing process to ensure 
that they are of the highest quality to withstand the Australian climate and conform to Australian 
Standards.  



ROCKINGER is also renowned for its agricultural division, which produce ladder systems that 
house a wide range of implement connection points such as the RO560 50mm tow coupling well 
suited for farming and tractor applications.  

Why change vehicles, when you can just change couplings! Using the ladder system, the tow 
coupling can be easily changed over with a ROCKINGER 80mm ball or Piton or even a smaller 
40mm coupling.  The combinations are great, the possibilities are endless. 
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JOST Australia will be displaying these exciting products at their Brisbane Truck Show stand, 
located in the foyer at stand number 078. Attendees are encouraged to view the displays and 
consult with the team of experts on all things towing related. 
  
The Brisbane Truck Show will be held at the Brisbane Convention Centre from the 16th to 19th of 
May. Organised by the Heavy Vehicle Industry Australia, the Brisbane Truck Show is one of the 
key dates in the Australian Transport Industry’s calendar and an opportunity to discover the 
latest innovations from the industry’s most trusted brands.


